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Skara
No metal; stone plates; no querns
no whorls; no comb; no a. & s.; grooved stone
Fauna as in brooks & Bosprim.
Human remains in 2 chambers; 1 stone;
balls carved w/ Δ projections;
cells; 1 whale bone idol
Petrie Rums. of the Dwelling at Skara B's Skovill
1203.5
806
Beneath wall 20 in L a whole clay even
quartz cell 27 in recess & R. drain
207
Large whale ribs in L; perhaps used as
rafters
209
Seaward wall of W already destroyed. Stone
wall w/ knobs in cist a
210
Prone skel. w/ knees tucked up & arms folded
other V in L. Others leaning in corner of
passage w/ Δ cell? C
Stone cell contained white clay paint on another red
211
A stone plake also found in midden on Western
213
Muller found mainly full of pounded fish
bones
215
Plake knives made by dashing water worn
stones on rocks
Or discs of slate apparently covers &
cooking pots.
PSAS 1867 pl. xlii

48

51

gleaver of
dugelate

3

done wood

49

bone
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red segment

53

15

40

6 stone ball

28

36

16

17

?ivory
212. Annulated bones like 42 were beads in the making.

128. 5. alt. 45 perhaps for finger 1. 213

PSAS. 1868 W. Trail The Dwellings of Puke.

436. ff. races in Orkney 4.

433. Volcanic lava, quartz, pebble core haematite

drums 14 x inside very little below level of
adjacent ground. mortars full of pounded
bones.

434. No querns

436. Ivory beads made from keel of small whale +
entire whales keel - pierced

JA 1 xiii (Garson, J.C.)

1 56. In RCS No. 346 A. skull + skull & B skull alone

60. A.F. stature 1.590 m (articulated) 1.60 from long bones

62.5. dolicho 70.6 B.F. 72.3 with much worn but well

75. preserved - dental prophy.

76. Anterior on a side as in some skulls for Caubrees

77. Well developed supraorbital ridges

Skulls figured in pl. T

Proc. Orkney Antiquarian Soc ii. 1923/4

p. 25. Relics include bones of red deer & whale in 1913 W.

Balfour Stewart excavated an icecot cuchon, found

carved stone ball, a loose stone w livig rune "KC"

& moulded with an = armed Celtie + mesured on it
(at Skeill Ho)
In further exploration & allowing the material to dry, it was seen that the hearts consisted in part of a broken shallow dish of very coarse earthenware perhaps containing bones & apparently standing on a broken plate.
Aug 2  Trench I

A trench was dug in the apparent direction of the main passage through the midden in layers. The uppermost 5 ins. They midden material was a sticky mass including ash, many boxes some burnt ball in bad condition, shells, loose stones patches of burnt clay & a few relics. Share knives were common at this & all layers.

The principal relics were

1. Bone bead
2. Celliform implement of bone
3-9. Bone pins or needles
10. " owl
11. " " broken
12. Piece of pumice
13. Shards of very coarse pottery

Layer two resembled the foregoing save that at the NW end the material was more sonothy. At this end the whale head mentioned below projected into stratum II immediately to the S of the whale & at the bottom of the layer a small rectangular area 1'3" X 1' of burnt clay seems to have been a hearth. The other relics were different as in 1 & the following specimens

14. Tusk of young boar notched as pendant
15. Bowes tusk unworked
In further exploration & allowing the material to dry it was seen that the hearth consisted in part of a broken shallow dish of very coarse earthenware perhaps containing bones & apparently standing on a broken slate.
Aug 2

Trench I

A trench was dug in the apparent direction of the main passage through the middens in layers. The uppermost 6 ins. They midden material was a sticky mass including ash, many bones some burnt & all in bad condition, shells, loose stones patches of burnt clay & a few relics. Share knives were common at this & all layers.

The principal relics were:

1. Bone bead
2. Celliform implement of bone
3-9. Bone pins or needles
10. " awl
11. " broken
12. ?piece of furuncle
13. Shreds of very coarse pottery

Layer two resembled the foregoing save that at the NW end the material was more severely
A small rectangular area 1'3" X 1' of burnt clay
seems to have been a hearth. The other relics were knives as in 1 & the following specimens:

14. Trunk of young bore notched as pendulum
15. Bovine trunk unworked.
On further examination & allowing the haft to consist in part of a broken blade containing core of very coarse flint, it was seen that the haft was originally 14 inches long.

The ground edge shows up the presence of the former hafting & the secondary flake scars.
Aug 2

Trench I

A trench was dug in the apparent direction of the main passage through the middens in layers. The uppermost 5 ins. They middle material was a sticky mass including ash, many bones some burnt and in bad condition, shells, loose stones particles of burnt clay & a few relics. Savara knives were common at this & all layers.

The principal relics were:

1. Bone bead
2. Celliform implement of bone
3-9. Bone pins or needles
10. " awl
11. " broken
12. ? piece of pumice
13. Shreds of very coarse pottery

Layer two resembled the foregoing save that at the N W end the material was more sandy. At this end the whale head mentioned below projected into stratum I immediately to the S of the whale & at the bottom of the layer a small rectangular area 1'3" X 1' of burnt clay seems to have been a hearth. The other relics were deniers as in 1 & the following specimens:

14. Trunk of young boar notched as pendant
15. Boars tusk unworked
Level II

16. Celliform implement
17-23. Bone needles
24. Bone awl with slit head
25. " and or dagger
26-30. Many fragments of coarse pottery including base of vessel
27. Sherd with plastic ornament in relief
30. Not found at hearth immediately behind whale
31-3. Bone beads
34-7. Bone needles
38. cc

III

(8.81)
1 - 8".

In the front of the trench lay the whale's head apparently forming part of the midden (as it was in close proximity to other broken bones, some recent) and resting on refuse immediately above the ruined roof of the passage.

31-3. Bone beads 31 32
34-7. Bone needles
38. Celliform implement
39. Flint flake the edge polished on both faces the sides worked on one face only: perhaps made from a polished flint cell. The
40. Shards of rough pottery
42. Whale's head behind head at level 8.60 corner slab of passage roof
In clearing out Petrie chamber 4 was discovered

143 in interstices of stones one broken pin

144 in chamber 5 one bone bead 44
119 Rim of pot in several pieces found on edge of middle level - 2 (but disturbed) extinction of trench 3
Pass B  Top of midden 10.5'

Trench 2. Through midden as in 1

Level I  T.(q.69) = - 9 3/4"

46  One mammerstone

47-50  Bone pins  48  49  50

51  Tuck knotted near either end
( 9.08 = - 7 1/4"

52  One tooth cut for marking beads

The midden here reached immediately to the
collapsed roof of passage 6 lying at a depth
of 3.8" upright & descending to a d. of
from entrance in the midden at these levels
were found

53  One tooth cut for marking beads

54-5  Bone needles  54  55

56  Piece of horn (? antler

57  Joint bone ? worked

58-9  Two round stones

60  Rim of pot blackened
Trench 3

61. One bone pin. First cut - 10 3/4"

62. One bead

63. A few sherds of coarse pottery.

64. Bones in bag found in niche of cell c.

65. Shallow form cell. Form implemen of bone.

66. Large bone bead

67. Two perforated radius bones of ox.

69. Horn

70. Long bone pin with flat head found near wall of cell E.

76. Wide bone aneole (perforated) found in sty E.

77. Unfinished bead in course of manufacture from artist.

103B. Hilted rubbing stone (one hand carver).

103. Wing bone apparently unfinished for use near entry of cell C.

104. At of pin from same position.

105. 2 oyster shells.

106. Pin found in V depressions where hilted stone was found in 1937.

107. Frag of bowl of finer ware near entry to cell E.
Passage under trench 2.
Filled with sand covering a bed of limpets deep below level of threshold

- one bone bead in sand (far in)
- bone needles among limpets
- segmented (incomplete) bead in wall
- large bone bead on floor

In the mouth of the passage was a bed of limpet shells extending from level of main passage downwards to a depth of 8 ft back from entrance.

The passage scooped with long crofter-like slabs extends inwards for 8 ft turns to the right.

In the wall of the passage about 6 ft in was found one bone needle 90

- in sand of passage
- celiform implement on floor of passage
- polished stone
- bone spatula
- celiform implement on floor of passage

94. Hors lower jaw 90

95. unknown material

97. as 95

98. Walrus tusk squared

99. Bone implement unhanded
101. Compressing stone or rubber

About 3 ft 11 in from entry & 11 in below level of threshold

Lay against wall a third of better banked ware

Molded level against

-4-7 crowd
Extension of section 2.

Levels 182
176-79 4 bone needles 76 78 77
170 worked walrus tusk
171 squared bone
172 pot rim level-2

Level-3
173 very small bead

Level-4
174 4 bone needles

Chamber 5

Chamber 4 see plan 1 = chamber C (Peirce)

178 Bone pin found just outside cell y

179 Perforated oyster shells found between celts y

180 one piece of red stone near entrance to cell
Chamber 6(A M)

Passage S. in branch 3 on left (from main passage it was found that sand mixed with very little midden refuse extended to a d of 1 foot from top of general midden level as defined on the edges of trenches 1 & 2 & this sandly deposit stretched forwards II with wall of ch. S. XY

About 3 feet back from the entrance of passages several collapsed slabs were found lying across along axis of passage & to the right II thereto. Between these immediately above & to right of entrance L2, skull & many other bones of an ox (short horned) were discovered.

A sloping step 49" x 47" behind L2 wall blood mould 6" oh 19" (5 courses). The large slabs seem to be resting upon the top of this wall.

B at slaty slab resting below this is broken by pressure from side XY so that part lies against the door L2

From C a another slab 6' x 6½" x 2" broken in middle

D broken roofing slab M roofing slab abt 3'

E
Chamber 6, between slabs of collapsed roof

111. Ring of sherds
112. Flint scraper
113. Stone ladle
114. 2 pot covers of thin shale
115. Piece of hoarse task under roof
116. Boulder apparently used as turtle shell core.

Trench 3 extended onwards partially in sand

117. Piece of horn claw of crab
118. Broken bone pin

Level 2 on edge of meat middens between disturbed sandy layer 210 to wall of ch. 5

119. Ornamented pot rim on sketch

Trench XCF - of chamber 6 & MM1 being found unstable the superficial excavation between 2 & 3 was extended backwards from line MM1 by stages - Sect 4 m.

Layer 1
120. One stone lamp
121. One rim
122. Bottom of pot 124
123. One rim
124. One rim sherd

125. One implement (1 cell) of metallic looking stone nr M

126. Near wall Q sherds of fine ware in case
152) Section of hot-rum chimneys, building with layers

143

172

208

213

224

164
Trench 79 excavation of trench 1 Top + med 10.3

Level 71 9.77 = 4"
131-4 Bone nuclei 134 131 132-3
135-6 Small worked bone cylinders

137
Perforated boar's tusk

138
Large bone implement

139
Bone plug, shield shaped plate

140
Part of stone lid with not-handle

141-2
Shreds of coarse pots 22 including rims & base

143
Fine celliform implement of bone

144-8
Bone pins, long point 146 147 144 145

149
Very long pin

150
Bone bead

155
Bone needle w perforated head

156-7
Thick bone beads

158
Bone pin

-2 well (9.28) = 8"

159
Small bone pin 164 base of large pot

160-2 " " " s

163-5 " " " 163 165

169
Base & part of rim of large pot

170
Slate lid of 169 (in 2 pieces)
Sections 3-4  Top of mid. 1570 (19.11)

-21" below sound back line of trench 3 & slightly D right  

151 Many frags of large pot 15'2 perhaps containing 

152 Bones immediately beside or on the broken 

153 Small bone pins 

154 Very large bone scraper. 

All above found near face south of wall R's 

Level  Level of pot d. below sound  (about 15.92) 

171 Very large pot inverted 18" S of wall M 

172 Bone needle with side eyelet let wall 8 pot 

173-4 Broken bone pins 15.92" 

175 Bit of near face S of wall R's S 

3 N 175 Pot bottom 

3 N 177 Near M'G' bone smooth polisher. 

It is to be noted that though bones were plentiful 

remains were very rare save (1) between MM' & XF 

were finds were scientifically made in roof, on the 

line of M between M & P and along the strick 

Extension south of S between Q & R. 

Leve 1 on top of wall Q one 

181 One worked boars tusk pendant, 

182 Pot base on line of exten. of trench T 

183 Horn on wall Q 

184 Piece of worked bone from large implement
Aug. 13

Section 5

Between extensions of 2 & 3

Working from the face ST it was found that the midden suddenly dropped at point U

to +9 1'

Level

-1 1785-7 3 bone pins 186
-2 1898 tusk pendant
-3 1890 bone bead 17.21
-4 1899 pin 13.50
-5 202 pot bottom 30.75
-6 1891 perforated bone implement near layer of stones projecting to right from Q (14"
+4"
bottom of level

-7 1892 Bone ? polisher

-8 1893 Bone pin with fine point 194 point of pin

-9 1895 Alike form implement

-10 1896 Tooth cut for beads 9.10

-11 1897-8 Pot bottoms 6.40

-12 199 Bone pin 2.70

-13 200 hollow tusk-cut

-14 201 polished bone

-15 202 pot bottom

-16 203 bits of pot in bag

-17 204 bone pin { in 22c.2

-18 205 plate

-19 206 pin near 2

-20 207 alliform implement
-8 on a level with roofing slabs of passage B
-9 shims of decorated pot
-9 coarse sherd

Below this point came a thick layer of sand
8 lower down midden again, in the first layer of
this midden were found
-9 pine sherd
-11 bone pin
-12 " "

-8 Between walls Q & R richly ornamented sherd:
-14 Pick

-2 215 owl, on stipe within R near V

-1 216 Pin

On reaching face TT southeastward it had been found
that the midden was only 6" wide near T! immediately
behind the level of its top fell abruptly. Behind
the midden rose slowly in a short of stone. Further
E near W the midden rose to normal level
but here it was marked concave in photos
of face WVW.

-2 217 On stipe of dome between U & R one
within sandy filling behind U broken
218 tine
Between main passage & chs 4-5 an excavation was made between the passage & chamber walls to the roof of new cell opening into 5, in the filling. The spaces were filled with a dense midden deposit in which were found at the following levels above floor of main passage:

+ 4½" 221 Celliform implement ✓
+ 4 ✓ 222 Large bone ?chisle ✓
✓ 223 Tusk pendant ✓
✓ 224 Awl ✓
✓ 225 Richly ornamented sherd ✓
✓ 226 Bone fins ✓

French 2# 227 Bone fin
✓ 229 Pot rim in collapsed midden near ✓
✓ 230* perforated tusk
cutting in SE from apex of dome V we went into pure sand among a raggle of stones but following these downwards & southward we came onto the face of the NW wall of a chamber No 7 in excellent condition. This wall was followed round three more and no trace of midden being encountered save E. A few deer antlers were lying scattered about in the same near the walls & right into the centre of the chamber were a multitude of stones similar in size & those constituting the walls. Few if any could have been roofing slabs & they lay in a chaotic heap near the centre in the sand about 3' below sum of wall. Under these 1' above the floor was a layer of ashes, burnt shells, burnt tines etc. At same approximate level were found

230 bone ear
231 bone point
232 worked bone cap
233 another layer the complete skull of a deer & at about same level hot
233 polished horn tip (burnt)
234 bit of stone bowl lay lower down 1' from floor was another layer of ashes
Chamber 9

Under stone & left of entry

235 Very fine bone needle fin on top of A

236 - 6'5" from base line worked bone in SW corner.

2

Passage C between door 9 & puncheon

to B

237 Port of bone ghoon out of luck

238 Bone implement

239 Fine bone fin

240 Tusk shaped ornament

301 Sherd of hand worked black ware with mezzed decoration (claret)

302 Small flint (jasper) scraper

303 Bone spatula

304 Pin point

305 Crown of ornaments under flange

306 and...
Chamber 7.

260  In entry bone beads & pendants. Three beads lay all about on flooring slabs E & F in passage. At F a hearth seemed to have been built up against pommel & some beads are burnt.

261  Small sherd

262  Stone queen mortar

263  Cup of whale bone

264  Large pot sherd

266  In floor near C bone dish filled with red pigment

267  In sand on floor large stone pendent in corner E near slab of D

268  Mortar on stone pot

269 - 270  Bone hooks

271  Used saturn

272  In cell F on hekter at back against walls. Many beads including one cube. Several discs & a few shell discs.

273  Bone awl. SW of H near large pot

274  Pot

275  Very fine task pendent in corner E

276  Similar very chalked pendent of bone

277  Large bone bead

278  In corner near B broken pick

279  Tooth bead

280-1  Worked bone from C
Chamber 7 Floor

282 Stone pick near slab of B

283 Bone bead

284 Broken bone pin

285 Bone pin (exact position not known: in middle

The floor of D was paved with slabs & covered

with the usual slime. Upon the slabs lay the

the skull & horns of an bull. Against the pavement

slab we found mixed with the refuse

286 Fine bone pin & 284

287 Beads of bone & fish vertebrae

288 Fine celteform implement

289 Half a whale bone dish

290 Handsome bone tusk pendant

291 Smooth black stone, right hand corner by embly

292 Beautifully decorated shard against front of Z

293 Lumps of ore

294 Miniature pot-lid in D

295 Scalpel, cheek bone in D

296 Sorafur " " "

297 Part of shank or handle under a stone among

ashes in front of Z

298 Under edge of slab #1, tusk pendant

299 Blade of flint nr 298
Worked bone: in stp Y

Bone & mask /beads

Scapula? used as shovel

Bone scroth

In cist X were found only sand & bones & at bottom one flake. On the lower floor of cemented & were only pot sherds & burnt bones in W & eulx. Worked 315

Stp Y: 316 worked bone flake

317 Flint chisel

318 Black flake

319 Rim

320 Slp of bone with carved lines

321 Just out of southern slab of Y, whale bone end

The floor of Y consisted of stonnhed clay reddish brown in color in contrast to the gray slins on the floor that yielded most relics. The clay layer was about three ins thick. An upright slab below some more sand. An upright slab was observed projecting upwards into the clay layer. This was found to be the front wall of a cist the calix stone whereof was built into the wall of the chamber. In this cist lay a skeleton whose skull was against this front slab.
With the skeleton were found
322 Slate flake
323 Thin flake of translucent flint
324-5

329 Pin

Other finds on floor of Y include
330 Pot rim ornamented with 3 parallel ribs
331 Bone spatula
332 Part of large bowl of cetaceous bone just in front of 292

333 Incomplete stone head lying on floor in front of upright 8 Y
Between Y & hearth
334 Y Hint flakes
335 Worked bone
336 Fine stone axe
337 2 bone picks (broken) for small care
338 Bone spatula
339 Plain pot rim

340 Bone spatula
Inscription on Y2

1 2" long

2' 2" x lintel

2' 8"

2' 4"
In corner B against S slab of D

341 Large bone and [broken] not that epiphysis
342 Two tusk mandibles
343 Bone & tooth vessels
344 2 Sceilg flakes
345 2 Pot lids
346 Part of pot.
347 Embossed stone ball between D2 & hearth

348 3 pins in pin B
349 Unfinished stone celt in cist K

Completion on beehive pronethake

gives h 13'6" - 14'
Passage BA rooted hard in floor 3' high, reach cross-entrance at C. Hence well built. Passage running N was opened 3'9.4 x 3'6 w x 6'4" l. with flat roof turns W at D

Access KEF opens into another habitation not yet explored at W.

Hearth at corner F w pot & bones 800 cwt & remove across hearth lift E & F then stand 3'10" h. & between EG lies stone 5'8 x 1'4 h

On reach floor of this habitation quantities of clay around base of wall above hearth limpet shells & at G 100 abrages of oxen & 8 of red deer

1st EG or 2nd north stone saw & whale's ribs

H is of nature of boulders, at G a loose stone carved with runic runes - KC carved by an idle Norseman when resting Skæl

But 1 & 2 another hearth above it in wall incised ball of basalt figs 3

But E & G stafk. of ox used as shoul. Bone roost & bone pins

Hammer's head (incorralled)

Boyd Dawkins. Implements & bones mentions

2 imperfect colsekins hollowed out of vertebra of whale similar to those found elsewhere in Peits House & Brochies

Pottery without ornament

The + would show that Skæl was frequented after the introduction of X" by mussel-worms of
S. Columba in last 3/4 of 6th cent. The ‘vig’ runes 353 used by Angles in Yorks in 8th cent. Skara
inhabled by Picts mixed w Norwegians & Saxons
Cemetary on Thedric’s wall w Saxon Woodles
364 Animal runes Bos longifrons
Horned spurs of Highland & S. Kildan
Wolds
Mer & Fox

Conservation: Burials in a wall at burial ground of
Harlyn B & Bullen Harlyn B 154
Under wall surround Romano British enclosure at
Lowbury Berks (Ravenfield Roman Brit in 1914 h. 37
Under wall of hut at Caerwent, Antiquary 38 (1902) 376
Nimmo’s mounds 200ft & burial of child at building
of Dun at Caerwent
Skellig Mhichil, c. of Kerry

Anderson Early X'tom 1st Dunroven Notes on 1 Architecture 1 h - 3

Hut C inside 15' X 12' thick for 7' or 8' thin converges to dome at 16'6" above floor; door 3'10" h. musicians the wall 2'6" wide

3 sq ambries in interior walls
A whole in a castral & include
2 II building's churches
Founded by SIRAD

Ardileem Connemara. Within a castral 108' wide Church surrounded by a wall. Fence covered passage 15' L. X 3' wide leads to C beehive house 7' X 6' X 8' door 3'6" h x 2'4" w

Founded by S. Fechin before 664

Proc R Ir Acad xxviii C. 77. Westrick
Stone Huts in Brishmore Arenal Galway B.

p 194

Cloghauns near Portdheca

Cloghauns from 12'-18' across. Massive & skillful masonry. is an early feature

Chambered Mound 16
Burial Mound

h198 Ardleck Killiany.
1929

16. VI. 29


The pen was filled with material midden to
a height of 3'2" above wall top.

1. Fragment of small whalebone wal.
2. Disc bead of bone
3. Shell of depth
   At a height of 3'8" a large slab broken but
   probably at first horizontal. In among these
   were found many bits of broken animal bones.
4. Stone dish containing red fragment
5. 6 task treads and 60 beads mostly in right corner
6. A stone paint pot with red paint.
7. Shell

Immediately under there the original slate floor. Under
the slabs rested a few more beads evidently part
of grooves but including 1 square bead of black stone
elsewhere bluish clay mixed with a few limpet
shells, cinders & streaks of greenish yellow ochre
— probably taken from hearth. At a level with the
wall base in left front corner against front slab
2 large awls A 2
10. pointed stone ball
11. bits of flint

The bottom course of the walls 5' 1" below top of wall
rested on the bluish clay which contained occasional
shells & pieces of 7 ash but was quite different from midden.
This clay extended downward 2' to 4". Below came cleave
sand to an indefinite depth.
Trench 4 in direction WSW directly over arch of Passage C. Midden sloping steeply away to W & S. Top of turf 20.52 in top layer
h " " midden 18.57

July 16
12 pot rim U decorated
13 pin A1
14 pot bottom
15 pin H A1
16 bead H1
17 broken pin? A1

July 17
Layer II
8 Section of whole vertebra
19 Pot bottom

Layer III
23 Pot rim at B just to left of "arch"
21 Broken pin A1
On this level most plants already unearthed at E

Level IV
22 Bead
23 Needle (untouched) (rather like A3)
24 Awl
25 Pointed tool
26 Metaphyseal AXE C16
Amongst broken clubs & mace head same at level
27 Rim of pottery bowl
28-9 Base remnants of pots
30. Blunt nosed chisel (?B3)
31. Blunted bone
32. Drucker
33. Worked flint flake
Chamber 2 corner filled with animal bones & midden as pm. contents
34. 2 pot lids
35. Cell form implement B1 & cell
July 28. Passage C before bifurcation on left. The passage was filled with clean sand mixed with skeleton of deer & bits of whale bone from deep down in sand
36. Peck of tooth augmented
37. Large piece of flint
38. Pin A1
Near entry to cell
39. Concretion with natural holes
30. Blunt nosed chisel (B3)
31. Blunted bone
32. Pricker
33. Worked flint flake
   Chamber 2 corner filled with animal bones
   & midden as fill contents
34. 2 pot lids
35. Celliform implement B1 to cell
   Passage C before bifurcation on left. The passage
   was filled with clean sand mixed with skeleton of
   deer & birds of whole bone from deep down in sand
36. Bead of tooth augmented
37. Large piece of flint
38. Pin A1
   Near entry to cell
39. Concretion with natural holes
"Chamber 6" After the inner face of door L & wall M had been removed a trench was dug through middens in the direction of Y. Under wall M was found a sherd of a bowl decorated with Cs applied & with treeces of pattern on the inner side.

Building was found under threshold of L apparently connecting up with the bowl?original course of wall R much advanced from position disclosed by trench 3. The midden at the foot of this wall was of the usual consistency but traversed by layers of chernuz. In this midden was found finely worked scrape of greyish flint rough pot (or pots) in many fragments.
July 22  Passage C; excavation of beyond cell
small thin pot lid

44  and streak in chunk of wall
numerous fragments of cinerary were found
in remold fillings
in middens & E of Passage C along a raggle of
drobes apparently slid in from the wall. Beyond
these in middens sought at top, long fragments
of richly decorated pot

further north a large thin slate was
noticed lying under sand near top of
midden. It proved to be roof of small cell

communicating by a hole in Passage C

in cell above crack

47  hot-bottom (quite near 48 )

48  2 zeugkama; possibly utilized C2

51  in superficial middens E of 51 near 46 worked ostracodacs

23rd 53  quarry pebbles

54  bits of mortars

55  job A1

24th  56  shreds of bowl with crumpled rim

57  foot base

58  boars tusk lamina

59  and A2

60  base of cooking pot

61  decumt nosed bone unplumed from mammal

of avian radius
Passage C. Length w. collapsed roof from door of 7 to cell 4. Opposite entrance to cell the passage bends sharply to S following contour of inner wall of 7 at a distance of approx. 12'.

At entrance to cell there is an upright slab on left gone from 7 while wall on right projects into a sort pier incorporated with wall proper. A wall slab projects across from the pank to the upright, the passage here being 5 1/2' wide. The roof at this point is formed by corbeling 3 courses of large flagstones projecting from either side so that the uppermost slab meets the upper course of the left wall. The corbeling begins 3 3/4' from north, the h from threshold, to bottom of overlying slab being 3 1/4'.

This method of corbelling is employed for a distance of 3 1/4' where the SE wall makes a straight joint with E wall line a narrow o like gable shelving on the SE projecting course of the E. wall crowns the left wall just at the join 4' 4" above pavement. The right wall is continued by 4 courses of thin pre-cambering slabs above this beam 
& the left wall by 3 courses arranged to show the joint between SE & S wall. The whole being crowned by a large thin slate 4'8" from pavemnt. The rest of the passage is roofed like others with single flag stones spanning its whole width for a distance of 1/2' from the joint. 3" in from this however a slab on edge in the floor makes a threshold & above this 4'0" a transverse slab on edge from the passage as a lintel & further on there is another straight join of the left wall, immediately below this slab is a recess formed by the omission of 3 courses of masonry in right wall plugged & roofed with long plagi on the right wall there is a corresponding recess running through the outer wall to middle of cell plugged with a slate & below the latter another narrow recess (? intentional). From the upright slab 4'4" the passage project to rise gradually & beyond this point no trace of roofing slabs were preserved the whole being filled with sand and no midden encountered on the wall into which implies that no roofing existed.
July 23  The excavation of Passage A in the SW. direction was continued from the point reached in 1928. The passage was filled with clean sand mixed with a few bones. In the sand were found:

50  one pin A/1
51  bone bead (disc)
52  bone pin A/1

Superficial midden directly above Passage A in Trench I.

July 24  62  rough bead
63  pin A/1
66  in Passage A near floor but possible fallin from overlying midden large round sherd decorated with 6 incised parallel thick lines.

67  pin A/1
Chamber 6. see fig. 8. On removing the upper courses of the collapsed wall M no clear floor level had come to light but between its corner & passage B Mr. Firth unearthed an empty slate chest like the "cistern boxes" in other chambers whose bottom lay 5' below the level of the inner lintel at L. This was then presumably sunk in the floor of the ruin chamber 6 from which too perhaps came the decorated pot sherds found in & under M. At a lower level more loose stones & midden came to light while on extension of wallcut forward from the base line reached in 1928 was found running probably right up to the wall of passage A East of L. A section below Wall M (which seems to rest on the floor of the ruin chamber 6 below came midden 8" thin a layer of midden B shells & more midden down 8' - 1 1/2" thin 3 bands of sand alternating with thin midden & thin 1 1/2" a black layer of red & black heath, clay below it 1' of sand & clay broken by a band of blue clay about 2' & then at 2 9" blue clay which we took for virgin soil till 9 our astonishment lintel stabs appeared 4" down! These achieve 6' in the root of a narrow drain passing under floor in direction of passage B & under Wall Q towards inner wall.
of 5. Beneath the weight of Q the drain roof had collapsed producing a marked sag in Q at the point. The drain was half full of sand & the remainder of blue clay mingle with bones & ashes. To pick up the drain in 5 a trench was dug there from the hearth through the right-hand room. On its floor were

round scarifer of flake flint well but deeply worked all over.

Beneath the stonified clay floor of the room & under the red burnts earth of the hearth was found a poor midden sandwiched in between large stones lying without evident order.

The roof of the drain D came to light in front of him 18" ft below top of burnt clay in hearth. The drain roofed with huge lintels was pillared with midden, animal bones & shells together with ashes but immediately above it in places was blue clay. The midden of the drain were found bits of usual pottery

This midden deposit extended 4'6" mixed with stones & thin after a slightly thinner lay passed over into pure sand precisely 5" below the hearth. The sand was close on 2' thick & thin below it came a sort of clay.
July 25
68 pot large pin A1
69 sherd of pot with rim

6'9" feet below surface of middlen was an irregular layer of stones. At about the same level lay some decorated sherds.

70 sherd of coarse ware ornamented with appliqué knobs showing finger tip impressions

71 rough sherd with moulded rib

72 Pin A1 among stones.

About 1' above stones working forwards from C

73 blunt nosed instrument

74 unboxed needle

75 piece of 'wax-seal' ornament from Yeshenobry

76 sort of mould of yellow sandstone

77 3 pieces of flint core

July 26
Flush with the layer of stones was the top of a large slab x 5'5" x 1'6" x 4' on edge in middlen.

78 On this day at a site C1

79 bone tool worked at opposite extremity

80-83 4 pieces of A1

84 well preserved base of bowl among stones
July 26. Under chamber 5, the extension of "passage D" proved to be an irregular chamber whose walls were preserved for only 18" or 2', at least on the E side. The E wall almost directly under centre of H.S. consisted of large stone slabs set on edge 1'6" & 2'3" x 1'6" respectively; & the N & S the wall consisted of the usual courses of moderately sized stones laid horizontally & all in poor condition.

It was evident that the chamber had once been roofed by a system of lintels. There remained a single slate sheet. The lintels must originally have been very large but were all more or less broken. The best preserved projected from midden under the sill of S door over 18" above the last intact course of our chambers' N wall. It had originally measured 6'5" x 1'5" but had been cracked near the middle when found. The S end rested on the other broken lintel slabs with stones from midden below them. The danger of undermining the W wall of 5 prevented us from following out in detail the W walls of the underground building above floor of this & the overlapping deblocks of ruin.
Market Place

July 30th

Examination of trench I lead eventually to curious area W of passage A filled exclusively with pure sand without trace of roofing core in S & at entry of S, in 4 about 18" from top of W midden from E corner was a patch of darker sand covered by a medium sized stone in this darker sand layer.

85 one flake C
86 carved stone "wall" of unique shape, immediately below the latter were shards of usual pottery & threshold remains of a plate. Below another band of clean sand with more dark sand & bones.

87 opening 3 appears to be a cell of deep niche in the wall with a sill built into the wall 3'3" from its present top on the E. From the filling further excavated one phallic stone
88 one pick club of obsidian, stone flaked.
89 and like A2

The sand in the cell was thick & moist & full of broken bones including jaws of pig & tusk of ox or horse. There were also shells & a big, not hopelessly smashed & very pricable but of typical scelere head, in a crack at the back filled with limpet shells 1 pound.

90 Three painted stone with engraved designs. The black sand filling, on muddling yielded
91-2 incomplete task heads
93-4 fine plant scraper & 2 unworked flakes. All these finds were above the level of the sill.
95 Broken stone pick
6th stone below lintel on door from A to cleared area 18" x 12 1/4" incl.
below 17" x 6"
July 30. From loose sand on loft of wall between 8 & 7
96 Blunt nosed tool 92.
The roof of the passage 7 had totally collapsed & the undatable gallery was full of sherd - the three sherd knives were formed 3 small knives.
97 Base of lever not decorated on both sides.
98 Shovel C 2.
99 Worked marrow bone.
100 PM A 1.
Behind the wall of Ch. 2 was an enclosure of slabs on edge; from between this 7 & 7 came a curved polishing tool made from ox tibia.
101 Celliform implement B 1.
102 Ox tooth cut for making needle.
103 PM A 1.
105 Pulled stone 7 sherd.
106 In area 11 x 3 was a layer of limpet shells & by them a course pot 106 standing on floor.
107-8 Flint washer & flake.

July 31. The whole area projected to be carefully paved with slates. No walk was any trace of roofing. A few broken bones & limpet shells lay about floor in gallery 4 which was also paved was found in the second area sherd C 2.
109 In the loose sand flint flakes.
110 Between wall of 6 & 3 2 fire marks.
111 2 broken rims 8 A 1.
112 Opening S lead to a chamber originally smoothed with slates & with barrelled vaulting. In left hand recess it was found 2 large pots one from S preserved.
113 One blunt nosed chisel.
Many bones lay on the floor.
6th Stone before lintel 28" x 17½"  
7th 17½" x 16"  
Outer door fairly broad, on lower stone has passed through outer skin & shows everywhere this has peeled off  
Graphite on stone in S/W gable of area N side. Very fine shallow scratches.
Deep cut in MP

Aug 1

114
One fine sandstone dish

115
An excavation was made in the floor of chamber area next against N wall of center. The floor was paved with thin slates thereunder. 2 layers of large stone floors, the whole rest on a bedding of blue clay upon which also rest the wall foundations. Under this came 6" of sand then midden 9" then 3" of sand again resting on midden. At the top of the lower midden were found 2 sherds of fine pottery.

116
Low 16" down in a black midden base of hot mix with 12" 5' down from center slab.

117
At a depth of 5'12" lay a large stone slab base in midden. At same level sherd of Tyneval Skara Ware with decorative ribs cut away. Under layer of stones more sherds

118
Small flint flake

119
tine worked

120
At a depth of the midden became brown again & thin 71/8" above sand appeared. Near the base of the brown midden sherd of Skara Ware showing two decorative ribs ashlar.

The sand was only 3/4" to 4/5" thick & rested on boulder clay.

Aug 5

- Sand
- Mud
- Sand
- Brown mud

1' 11" Floor

1' 6" sand

1' 10" mud

2' 1" sand

3' 7" mud

4' 7" mud

10' 7" fl. wall

4' 9" fl. wall

3' 4" fl. wall

7' 10" 3fl. wall

8' 2" 42" beam

14.60

14.15

13.65

12.90

12.15

10.65

9.65

6.40

6.00
Passage D

Aug 5
Further excavation in passage D under 6

124
Base of large pot

125
Rim of pot w incised decoration

126
Translucent flint flake

127
Flint flake of bone

128
Pot sherds found in midden higher up under lintel & behind

3 1/2" below W lintel
56 large loose blocks fallen in on east - layer A
uv slabs lying over east - layer
Aug 2
131  curl
132  blunt noz. tool
133  bowl containing oyster shell
134  curl
135  blunt noz. tool
136  base of burrow among limpet shells. The central area of S between recesses E & Z was covered with a huge heap of burnt whale bone mixed with limpet shells & burnt bone. The decorated shell projected obliquely across this hole & above went E of this were one or 2 large stones. Many slate slabs lay above the ash layer.
Aug 5
137-8  2 pins m E recess
139  57  moving flint scrapers & chips on floor all round recess
140  pot base inside mouth of recess
141  Blunt chisel
142  large burnt bone
143  Flint flakes were found also in front of the NE cupboard F on its lower shelf 2 ramshackle bones are tooth cut for manufacturing of beads
144  Blunt chisel
145  Tooth cut for head
146  in central area of m or under ash "chessmen"
147  Blunt noz. chisel
148  Tooth cut for head
149  Pot fragments from cell (broken) Z & in this cell were also many animal bones
150  Flint flakes, chips & scrapers principally N & E of hearth A. Such chips as well as broken bones were found in great numbers also under the slates that were & three burned portions of the floor of S. but especially near the upright slabs N. Immediately in front of these lay 2 muscle bones of ox & 2 n cupboard F
Aug 7 151  Scalpula sherd C2 broken
Aug 9. In clearing west wall
186 In sand in and about collapsed western wall of chamber
187 4 flint flakes showing traces of use
188 Large piece of whale bone (shoulder blade) cut at one end and lying crushed under stones tumbled out from all into waste

Aug 10. At a 3 courses of masonry project at right angles from start of wall K here connected with a long thick block. It stands not black bonded with K & I covered with mudclay. A raggle of large stones projected in the direction ofwards centre of shed or sloping away rather steeply behind this mass on pure sand was found this large stone material.
Aug 7

A trench W1 was cut & area over opening?

About 3' in poor. About 2' were numerous flagstones, lying in and under sand. They seemed to have fallen in front of well & lay on loose. One of these in sand was part of sandstone dish with oval hollows in three plants in thin midden layer below stones & table.-April 8 & other predominate of large pot. The trench was carried on in this direction & the dump of excavation around that of F. Here we come across midden, E. of well but between a collapsed passage roof F.

In the midden between A & B. & over this flake of passage F.

155-166 11 lumps A1
167-8 1 lumps-headed lumps
169 1 and A2 lumps-headed lumps
170 fragment of pot
171-3 3 bone beads
174 6 lumps flake
175 10 small lumps ornament perforated at one end & notched at other
176 stone ball
177 1 rim: sherid
178 one rim of bowl found in loose midden near entry

Aug 18

179 flake from passage F (midden in)

Shale Δ with two short, linear markings on wall between FG & F.

181-2 flake from midden on wall
sherd of large pot from midden sherd w V pattern in relief.
183 2 flake flakes from sand in "

Passage F1 was found to come to a dead end closed by a large slab on end. It was found to be closed by building on side of N but with a gap in direction of Q. It appeared to have been roofed with slates which had broken allowing midden to fall in. In this was found

190 3 pine plant remains
191 3 part of cell

At N near lot of wall a heap against wall & sherd with some "sin" broken.
Aug 12. The area P was apart from loose heaps of stone. 2.40 above datum & deposit of flints came to light. From this point to top of wall K there was a sloping deposit of midden mixed with large fallen stones. On removing these near the doorway a low wall came to light near Q. Dismantling only 3 large slabs but preserved in direction of E. It was floored with pavement 1.1.21 above datum & is ascending from Q. Wall K would be a continuation of the W wall of area at T. But for 2'2" its line is broken here. A large heavy slab 6' lay across this section & joined on Q-E wall about 4'2" above the paving stone of R which preceded beneath it.

The collapse K consisting of 14 courses of stones interlaced with strips of midden crossed, pavement 1'3½" from its slabs being itself 1" thick. One end rested on wall Q 3'5" from E wall. Above the pavement v became 3' normal & thin midden dust & stones to k. Remains the midden & broken stones we were able to link up the passage F joined with v wall with F1. I have no doubt that F-like F1 was once roofed.
Aug 12 Passage F
192 1in A1
193 Flint flake
Middlen over wall
194 Boars Tusk lamina
on wall between F & F' (10 K)
195 Δ stone with hourglass perforation joining pieces
196-7 Pot rims on decorated
198 Flint flakes & scraper from W of F
199 Stone bowl found inverted over pass bet F & F'
200 stone with knocked hollow on both sides
201 Bit of pot base from F'

Aug 13
205-6 Pot bases
207-10 Jms A1
211 Flint nosed implement

Aug 14
232 Flint nosed implement prox part of ovoid
Aug 12  A section was cut in the midden from edge of passage
D in direction of blocked doorway T
in superficial midden near top of wall at T
Blunt worked implement formed from slab of Melacarina

Aug 13  Excavation disclosed a buttress & surrounded by sand in
this sand a wrought ball of volacome stone
To explore this more completely wall Q was removed. Behind it was the usual midden in

212-3  jums A1
214  worked bone
Aug 14  Behind the lower & more solid courses of Q was sand
covered with midden. In culture
215  humed marrow bone (turtle)
216  bit of A1
223  and A2  numerous of garnet Sula lascasea
224  square stone with rough groove

Aug 15  Q seemed to rest upon a midden deposit 15" thick under
a layer of sand at the level of H+1083.2, in the superficial
sand was found
241  large jums bowl (13.23)
242  piece of worked whole bone from lower midden
243  pot sherd with worked & punched decoration from top of
sand or base of midden
244  worked bone

Aug 16  A trench was cut from lintel of inner door AA in direction
of all F1, in the midden on top of wall
317-80  jums A1
221  celliform B1
222  section of shallow dish
226-31  jums A1
225  cell of ? quarity
234  jums A1
338  bit of and A2
239  bead
240  jums A1
245  Large jums A1
246  Small celliform implement
247  shell of A1
248  carved stone lying in midden with carved side ub
Aug 15. Clearing entry 3. Entry gave access to some building whose back wall was a wall of F but had collapsed in all directions. Under roof but above from ground level, light between collapsed stones two pointed thunderbolt of black stone immediately above this complete pot base (much of which washed away in shelter) in pot many flake implements in sand filling above chamber several pot spouts in sand & middle collapsed from behind chamber pot rim in midden below level of cell wall fine sin aug 16 immediately under collapsed wall, side C, behind entry rather & left "double axe of stone" with handle. Note that artifacts lay jumbled between the stones well above floor & not in any dense midden deposit that might have fallen in from collapsed wall face. There were traces of such an inner face collapsed & the artifacts may have stood on shelves in it. aug 17 continued excavation in midden between A & F, pen's bone broken at a perforation with 2 lumps of bone & perforation. Vascular broich of narrow. B3 well preserved pot base 262 pot rim with two horizontal ribs 263 pot rim with two horizontal ribs 264 "one" & part of chevron pattern 265 "one" flake 266 Pot base with nubbin inside aug 17 on floor of entry 3 celliform implement aug 20 A trench was cut in floor of pass A at junction of B. The passage was filled w rectangular reinforcements & a door 3' below the sill of B & the building on the S wall extended down to same level. Thus A & B form an organic unit.
Aug 16

Chamber 6

Under wall A we have a segment of wall B curving round from the projecting buttress west of TIN passage in this direction to wall of H.S. The buttress previously noted was apparently merely the blocking of the end of the area: it stood 2'1" high from a blue clay floor 11'10" above datum (i.e. about 1' above floor C). This floor being covered by 6" & 8" drifted sand. Below the clay, flooring were rafted like slabs among midden clay with shells & ashes - black & blue in colour. On the level of these in the floor was a rectangular hearth of the usual type: the flooring markedly to the SE. It was full of the usual burnt ash shells & bones. The NW corner lies 10'70" above datum the S about 50' lower. A trench sunk here shows 12" blue clay mixed with midden below that 1'30" brownish midden with a black party layer in it 8' thick 2'20" sand & the very thin 3'70" below height of 6' or 6'40' above datum.

The hearth evidently belonged to a small chamber 6', contemporary with hut B opening on to passage C. A section of midden filling very roughly packed together joins the buttress to the S wall of this old chamber. This S wall played 2'5" on its inner face. Its block behind it lies the wall of passage C.

---

Chamber 4 8'80

Midden 4 7'50
Bulbous 2'1" 5 course
West wall 1'5"
gap guarded w/ single slab
S. wall stand 2'5" 9 courses
Aug 10: clearing mottled on top of wall between A & B
267 Polished stone celt
268 Stone celt containing red paint
269 Shell
270 Chisel B3
271 SE wall of ch. 8
272 aml A
273 S. rim
Chamber 6
Aug 22. Top of SE wall of 8
274 Ave. A
275 Ave. A
276
290-5 Pans No. 290 very fig No. 294 E side of hut 6(6)
291 Cave made from proximal end of bone
292-4 Pans No. 291 from dump between Hut 7 & house. A 1 arth of these on SE had to be cut away to make a path from round 7.
294 Cell form B1 re-entrance to gallery W of 7
296 Pans A1 entrance to gallery W of 7
297 Bone splinter blunted at celllar end
298 Large ring sheared head of bone with transverse perforation, Floor of No. 7 E side
299 Several sheet plates
300-8 Pans from midden dump Wot 7
300 Unsuccessful attempt to split usual metaphorical for A1 subsequently converted into and (or v.v.)
309 Large piercing tool made from ? radius floor of “market place”
310 Thin piece of whole bone with large round perforation in centre, Between MP 8 & 8
311 Stone celt
312 Small but very perfect cut of cephalic and vertebrae
313 Stone celt as 311
1930.

May 9. Additional carved stones found since Sept. 1929.

1. Main Passage A S side W edge of ridge.
2-3. Stones 3 & 4 from floor undevelopable.
   Porches not included.
   & hut 2 4 from floor - duch pockings, engravings &
   scratches.
5-7. N side 5th from floor. From E jamb of D.
   Stone with a few scratches made on E
duch grooves spectrofont after scratched.
8. S side between L & B 4th from floor pocked marking
   subsequently grooves - badly weathered.
9. Stone from hut 7 Δ in plan on long edge engraving.
   see fig.
10. Surface of large slab found loose in A. The surface
    is peeling off.
11. Outer side of 5th stone at corner of recess E of heventh
    in hut - 6': elaborately hatched engraving.
Levels

- 16.75
- 15.43
- 16.98
- 18.79
- 15.76
- 13" below
- 14.44 m

From W corner of b to base of C (block of whale bone) is 4.14" from 4 to 6 about 7.8"

Floor in CD 15.37
May 9
$1.28
5¢
5¢
5¢
5¢
28¢ slab of stone
5¢ stuck in midden

May 10
In wall B as stone E is standing on edge & W ward of this is raggle of stones running W ward S of this was a thin layer of midden to level below this pure sand.

In the midden were found many chert cores some worked

shards mostly in poor condition

May 12
5¢ 90¢
hunt bone tool
Wall B continued beyond B to a door or box the line of B on either side being formed by 2 big stones on edge at a bend on end. Box was full of midden including sherds & large pin

29¢
29¢
29¢
29¢
chert scraper
are SE of wall was filled with a shallow midden deposit circular 1 deep from which we kept 20 pins

295
as above

296
pin

May 14 297
Land of haematite worked to point in sand over wall B beyond G

East wall B there was a thin floor containing midden material & sloping up gently about 3' in 8'. At B wall there below it comes sand again
From wall up between A & B

Centre of wall

4.6" sand bones
3.4" midden
3.9" lime sand
3.5" midden sand

2.3" sand
1.7" midden clay & midden
10" sand
10" blue clay
8" stones

Tab of wall

Depth pit in E O.

14.50 7.377
13.70
14.52 7.4" stone midden clay
6.10
sand

12.20 5.30" black midden
2.20 brown
1.14" brown

4" kerb

= 7.20 absolute bottom
G is a small cell with a bench on one side of door which opened apparently to SE of wall B. The rear wall of the cell had collapsed into the area BC. Cell was full of middens amongst which was found a
one pin

extensive fragments of pot or pots including base &
elaborate ornamented rim fragment
Below its walls floor on N side was quite level 1'9"
cliff to level of paving of BC. This paving of irregularly
fitted flagstones suggests a passage, under wall E is
a large block of white bone & fritting with crushed skull
of an ox. The paving & wall rests on brownish clay.
Between C & D near surface light midden with
many animal bones. In this surface deposit
one large pin
one club like rough batlatet shielded only
one should.

Pins found lower down near wall C
one flat chieft (translucent) found in mummy charts
in midden behind G.

one I lamb in 2 pieces in midden over BC.

May
307
308
309
310

Bit of pitch C.
Pin from top of wall A

Scale implement sharpened at one end & a point hammered
flat on one face is with hammered wrist round in form of
loose midden high up near wall A

At level circa 15'37 there was a well marked occupation
surface between C & D of water tight clay in which bones etc
were embedded. But paving was absent. This surface slightly
corresponds to base of paving between BC & lower
surface between AB.

Large pin from high midden between C & D

May 15
312-3 small pins
314 blunt nosed tool broken
315 bits of pot with base

Operations finished at 2.10 third mummy continuous round
we left site at 3.30.
12'6 stones lying loose in sand - 5'10" 1'0" to S of line a built wall whose top lay - 5'10" sand extending down without formation to -7'3". These were packed in blue clay below come tough red mud. Then 2'2" lying 2'2" from line of wall.
SE of wall B a pavement of large slabs 4'4" under the wall & ascending slightly S came to light.
Several of the slabs were curved. The E slab was broken under the smaller half was found blue clay with
layers of sand into it & under it a stone 10" below bottom
piece of slab. The depth of blue clay was 4" - the
same style of paving came to light also further to SE.

The blue clay layer was removed from a space
between walls C & D. It was 10" thick & level, under
it came sand. Flush with the top of this two rows
of fitted stones were found projecting immediately,
but broken bones & even skulls had been trodden into it.
Under lane of stones 1/2 a course thick only
was a thin layer of blue clay, stones forming 2-
lay directly on sand.

A8
In area A8 numerous stones lying randomly, at
level of blue clay, paving under H. They are shown in
pewriter on section. Under them was pure sand 1" at most-
then thick sanding on loose mud. From the latter

came 2nd base
Further S an outer wall face came to light its top
immediately below the blue clay & the lower floor level.
This wall turned E & had a good outer face to the N.E
behind it was quite rough. Against the rough face
was found the churn of pottery decorated

326
externally, grooved rules & zoos on the outer side at a higher level above the blue clay had been

327 pound large pieces of pot
On the "inner" side of K 1' below its leveled top came a blue clay & blue plate floor or bedding.
Some 3'3" behind inner face came a raggle of stones suggesting that K had once enclosed a pressure

May 16

May 20
In the trench the clean sand was 24" thick. Below it came a dark deposit of very hard black matrix material containing only a relatively few bones all blackened, together with sparse limblet skulls. In one corner of the trench lay close together the skulls of at some 27" below stone & W. These were kept from this black midden were collected two spherical chalk flakes.

The black midden extended down to 3' 3 ¼" thick and lay on red brown 2' thick. This rested on virgin clay of a yellow colour. On the clay was a structure of two kerb stones set on edge & standing 4' high, the included area being paved with clab. The surface of virgin soil came at 7' 20" above datum.

The black midden was of peaty nature, in it lay at least 4 or 5 skulls. When these were broken slight poured out (water). There were also metriks of at least 3 feet one notched but attached to top of skull.

**Horizontal section across F ABC.**

O

Pass F 2' 6"

outside 5' 9"

Wall K 11' 9"

plaster 17' 0"

over wall 6" base 3' 6" base of underlying mud 3' 10" pavement 4' 6"

pavement BC 2' 6" = 4' 4"
E of Hu-4

A trench was dug over outer wall of Hu-4. From this came:

331 one pin
332 broken piece of sharpened bone
333 one pin
334 one rim sherd decorated in meid.
Eelin of house. F

May 19
Clearing midden over passage F

320 one pin made this time from prox end of bone
From upper midden W of F

321 worked bone

322 flint flake

323 shovel concave B

324 long piece from just over outside of F

325 short pin ••••• The midden just W of wall
A little over it was much thicker & richer in artifacts than
that opposite W wh was family B, though rich in bones
poor in artifacts

328 short bone point from 31 of A almost over K
3rd & 5th Nov. 1926/7

Queried the list of names by R of Warden.

Considers a list of names by R of Warden.

Considers R. C. Warden's recommended

Remain

Collector, Geordie. From Leven, Roxburgh.

B. A. out at my home. W. R. H. & L. in my

Placed at Q of T. Destruction (9.11.)

Placed at Warden for 1927

3/8

1927-11-11

Grew J. H. Warden of Roxburgh 1927.

Grew J. H. Warden of Roxburgh 1927.

Mound of dress covers your uncle of 1927

Shadows W. & L. at 90. Tuesday 1926/7, 9th-

Pen and print all Rank of Alston

Young, R. T. Age of age of success of

R.A
Vacant 107-9  Chamber 5

704 08-9

127
Please note examples of

1) perforated horn hafts cut at
   chert ends

2) From early? Cauquesian sites
   Antler axes or adzes
   hafts made from basalt portions

3) Heavy chisels or adzes of horn or bone

4) Chisels or adzes made from metapodialis
   post

   socket type

Any other Maglemose types from tourbieres in
   Somme e.g.

... o new ornament.

Sorne de Cerf.

Precise form

from human

from deer
Across deep pit E of 4' 1'6"Cor

?? crumbling side walls at y

1 in 9

S wall 1 at h
width

S wall 2 at h
width

Corner
Above E.B.
loch mid 19.10 h.14
down to 16.40

Above entry
Sandbury gallery
loch of m. 18.67 h.30

Over 7
House of Q 13-23
floor of 6' N.10 h.30

Hut 6' 11.10-10.70
9 11.65
10 11.45
4' 10.75

Top of midden
over AB 20.80
roof slates 31, 16.81

Top of mid A 20.30
heav 18.60

Top in AD 20.0
roof LM 17.60
floor of L
loch of M 14.01 h.35

Top of AD 10.12
loch S of M 14.92 (under sand)
above